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As Bill Gates faces a lawsuit for the illegal testing of tribal children in India, it appears that his

crimes against humanity have finally caught up with him.

A recent report published by Health Impact News has reported that the Gates Foundation has

found itself facing a pending lawsuit, due to an investigation that is being carried out by the

Supreme Courts of India.

Health Impact News stated:
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“While fraud and corruption are revealed on almost a daily basis now in the vaccine industry,

the U.S. mainstream media continues to largely ignore such stories. Outside the U.S., however,

the vaccine empires are beginning to crumble, and English versions of the news in mainstream

media outlets are available via the Internet.

One such country is India, where the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and their vaccine

empire are under fire, including a pending lawsuit currently being investigated by the India

Supreme Court.” [1]

The Health Impact News article centered largely on a four-page report that was recently

published by Economic Times India.

Eager to know more, I investigated their story and discovered that the World Health

Organization, the Gates Foundation and two organizations funded by them, PATH (Program for

Appropriate Technology in Health) and GAVI (Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization),

have found themselves under fire, after a writ of petition originally submitted to the Supreme

Court of India, by Kalpana Mehta, Nalini Bhanot and Dr. Rukmini Rao in 2012, was finally heard by

the courts.

The petitioners submitting the petition stated:

“BMGF, PATH and WHO were criminally negligent trialling the vaccines on a vulnerable,

uneducated and under-informed population school administrators, students and their

parents who were not provided informed consent or advised of potential adverse effects or

required to be monitored post-vaccination.” [2] [adrotate banner=”9″]

 

Young Tribal Girls Tested With HPV Vaccines
The Economic Times India published their report August 2014. They stated that in 2009, tests had

been carried out on 16,000 tribal school children in Andhra Pradesh, India, using the human

papiloma virus (HPV) vaccine, Gardasil.

According to the report written by KP Narayana Kumar, within a month of receiving the vaccine,

many of the children fell ill and by 2010, five of them had died. A further two children were

reported to have died in Vadodara, Gujarat, where an estimated 14,000 tribal children were
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vaccinated with another brand of the HPV vaccine, Cervarix, manufactured by GlaxoSmitheKline

(GSK).

Shockingly, the report stated that many of the consent forms used to vaccinate the girls were

signed “illegally,” either by the wardens from the hostels where many of the girls resided, or using

thumbprints from illiterate parents.

This travesty was not discovered until a team of health activists from the non-government

organization SAMA, an organization specializing in women’s health, decided to investigate what

had been going on.

According to the report, they were shocked to discover that a total of 120 girls had been taken ill,

suffering from a variety of symptoms, including “epileptic seizures, severe stomach aches,

headaches and mood swings.”

The Economic Times stated:

“The Sama report also said there had been cases of early onset of menstruation following the

vaccination, heavy bleeding and severe menstrual cramps among many students. The

standing committee pulled up the relevant state governments for the shoddy investigation

into these deaths.

It said it was disturbed to find that ‘all the seven deaths were summarily dismissed as

unrelated to vaccinations without in-depth investigations …’ the speculative causes were

suicides, accidental drowning in well (why not suicide?), malaria, viral infections, subarachnoid

hemorrhage (without autopsy) etc.”

This information is even more shocking when you discover that the organization funding the study

was none other than the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, who declared the project a total

success.

Kumar wrote:

“According to the BMGF, the WHO, the International Federation of Gynaecology and

Obstetrics, and the Federation of Obstetric and Gynaecological Societies of India have all

recommended vaccination ‘as a proven and highly effective preventive measure for cervical

cancer.’ The project used vaccines that are licensed in India and that have been administered
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safely around the world tens of millions of times, preventing countless cases of cervical

cancer illness and death, ‘maintains a BMGF spokesperson in an emailed response (see GAVI

& PHFI create incentives …’”

He continued:

“BMGF’s role in funding the controversial studies, however, has led to many healthcare

activists in India voicing their apprehensions. ‘BMGF has to take full responsibility because

PATH is funded by them. It is also unethical when people championing the cause of vaccines

are the same ones who are also investing in vaccine development,’ said V Rukmini Rao, one of

the activists who filed a writ petition before the Supreme Court in connection with the HPV

vaccine studies.” [3]

Absolutely, and this is not the first time that these organizations have been caught illegally testing

vaccines in developing countries.

Gates Foundation, WHO, PATH, GAVI, UNICEF
Behind Chad Vaccine Disaster
In December 2012, in the small village of Gouro, Chad, Africa, situated on the edge of the Sahara

Desert, five hundred children were locked into their school, threatened that if they did not agree

to being force-vaccinated with a meningitis A vaccine, they would receive no further education.

These children were vaccinated without their parents’ knowledge. This vaccine was an unlicensed

product still going through the third and fourth phases of testing.

Within hours, one hundred and six children began to suffer from headaches, vomiting, severe

uncontrollable convulsions and paralysis. The children’s wait for a doctor began. They had to wait

one full week for a doctor to arrive while the team of vaccinators proceeded to vaccinate others in

the village.

When the doctor finally came, he could do nothing for the children. The team of vaccinators, upon

seeing what had happened, fled the village in fear.

The original report written in a small, local newspaper called La Voix, the only newspaper to have

published the original story, stated that forty children were finally transferred to a hospital in Faya

and later taken by plane to two hospitals in N’Djamena, the capital city of Chad.
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After being shuttled around like cattle, many of these sick, weak children were finally dumped

back in their village without a diagnosis and each family was given an unconfirmed sum of £1000

by the government. No forms were signed and no documentation was seen. They were informed

that their children had not suffered a vaccine injury.

However, if this were true, why would their government award each family £1000 in what has

been described as hush money?

The only mainstream news channel to have highlighted the plight of these poor children was a

local channel called Tchad, which filmed footage of the then-Prime Minister of Chad visiting the

children in hospital.

VacTruth has copies of both reports, along with medical and government documents.

Despite this evidence and VacTruth’s detailed and extensive coverage, including highlighting

television footage, once again, the vaccine program was hailed a success. To watch videos

reporting the story, see the references at the end of this article. [4] [5]

The groups involved with this project were PATH, WHO, UNICEF, and the Gates Foundation.

During investigations, it was discovered that the whole project was being run by the Bill and

Melinda Gates Foundation.

In a press release, the Gates Foundation stated:

“MenAfriVac is a tremendous success story for the global health community. It is the first

vaccine developed specifically for Africa, and it proves that global partnerships can develop

and deliver high-quality, low-cost vaccines.

Ten years ago, we invested in the Meningitis Vaccine Project,  an innovative model that

brought together PATH, the World Health Organization, African health ministers and the

Serum Institute of India today, we celebrate the result: a modern vaccine selling for less than

US 50 cents per dose with the potential to end Africa’s deadly meningitis epidemics.
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We believe that vaccines are one of the best buys in global health. In January, Bill and Melinda

Gates called on the global community to make this the Decade of Vaccines. There is no better

way to launch this decade than with a new vaccine that will improve and save lives.” [6]

VacTruth can prove otherwise.

Government Inquiry Holds GAVI Accountable for
Multiple Deaths
Despite the fact the Gates Foundation call vaccines “one of the best buys in global health,” a

government inquiry in Pakistan has found the complete opposite.

In 2011, the Express Tribune published a story stating that:

“ISLAMABAD: A government inquiry has found that polio vaccines for infants funded by the

Global Alliance for Vaccination and Immunisation are causing deaths and disabilities in

regional countries including Pakistan.

The startling revelation is part of an inquiry report prepared by the Prime Minister’s

Inspection Commission (PMIC) on the working of the Expanded Programme on Immunisation

(EPI). The PMIC, headed by Malik Amjad Noon, has recommended that Prime Minister Yousaf

Raza Gilani immediately suspend the administration of all types of vaccines funded by the

GAVI.”

According to the Express Tribune, the main vaccinations in question were the polio vaccine and

the 5-in-1 pentavelent vaccine, which were said to be responsible for the deaths and disability of a

number of children in Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka, Bhutan and Japan.

The vaccines were funded by the Global Alliance for Vaccination and Immunization (GAVI) an

organization financed by the Bill and Melinda Gates Children’s Vaccine Program, the International

Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association, the Rockefeller Foundation, the United

Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the World Health Organization (WHO) and the World Bank.

Writing on the official report, made exclusive to the newspaper, the Express Tribune stated:

“The report states, ‘The procured vaccines are not tested in laboratories to confirm their

efficacy and genuineness. This leaves room for use of spurious and counterfeit vaccines.’” [7]

(emphasis added)
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If this is true, then once again the Gates Foundation has been linked to mass vaccination initiatives

using untested, unsafe vaccinations.

The Gates Foundation and WHO Labeled Unethical by
Medical Experts
In 2012, Ramesh Shankar Mumbai, an author writing for the Pharmabiz website, reported that

two medical experts from India had accused the Gates Foundation and WHO of being unethical.

In his report, Mumbai stated that Dr. Neetu Vashisht and Dr. Jacob Puliyel of the Department of

Pediatrics at St. Stephens Hospital in Delhi, wrote the following information in their report in the

April issue of Indian Journal of Medical Ethics.

“It was unethical for WHO and Bill Gates to flog this program when they knew 10 years back

that it was never to succeed. Getting poor countries to expend their scarce resources on an

impossible dream over the last 10 years was unethical.”

Pharmabiz.com reported that Dr. Vashisht and Dr. Puliyel had continued their report by stating:

“Another major ethical issue raised by the campaign is the failure to thoroughly investigate

the increase in the incidence of non-polio acute flaccid paralysis (NPAFP) in areas where

many doses of vaccine were used. NPAFP is clinically indistinguishable from polio paralysis

but twice as deadly.”

Pharmabiz.com continued:

“The authors noted that while India was polio-free in 2011, in the same year, there were

47500 cases of NPAFP. While data from India’s National Polio Surveillance Project showed

NPAFP rate increased in proportion to the number of polio vaccine doses received,

independent studies showed that children identified with NPAFP ‘were at more than twice

the risk of dying than those with wild polio infection.’” [8]

The corruption and deceit by these organizations does not stop there.

The Gates Foundation Blamed for 10,000 Vaccine-
Related Deaths
In 2013, yet another report named the Gates Foundation and GAVI as being responsible for

multiple deaths using untested vaccinations on children from the developing world.
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The report, published on the website Occupy Corporatism and written by Susanne Posel stated:

“It was found out through an investigation, that GAVI was using an untested vaccine; giving

this dangerous vaccine to Pakistani children shows the lack of empathy associated with these

organizations.

GAVI was blamed for the deaths of 10,000 children in Pakistan when they came in and

administered polio vaccines that resulted in casualties.” [9]

As we know, GAVI is heavily funded by the Gates Foundation. [10]

So, what was the name of the organization that investigated GAVI and found them using untested

polio vaccinations in Pakistan?

According to the Express Tribune article, which I referred to earlier in this article, it was none

other than the Indian government, who, upon discovering the shocking truth, recommended the

immediate suspension of the administration of all types of vaccines funded by GAVI. [7]

In a recent radio show hosted by Sallie O. Elkordy, Susanne Posel gave her frank and honest views

on the whole sorry mess that we find ourselves in today.

Warning: This report is not for the faint-hearted. [11]

Conclusion
It is difficult to believe that, despite the mounting evidence outlining the many crimes against

humanity that have been committed by the Gates Foundation, GAVI, UNICEF and PATH, Bill Gates

is portrayed as a hero among many.

However, according to the definition of hero in the Oxford Dictionary, the word hero means:

“A person, typically a man, who is admired or idealized for courage, outstanding achievements,

or noble qualities.” [12]

The dictionary I used said nothing about vaccinating innocent, vulnerable children with untested

and unsafe vaccinations, causing them to suffer agonizing, untimely deaths.
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Mark Meyers • 6 years ago

•

Under the guise of "saving the 3rd world", the Gates foundation does nothing for clean water or
education. They are about vaccines, GMOs, and Geoengineering. They all about bidness.

 36△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

This comment was deleted.

Harlequin Foxfire  • 6 years ago • edited

•

> Guest

"He's a science NERD" "can't comprehend" 
You do realise how ignorant and uneducated that makes you come across as,
don't you? Heaven forbid a person actually think and interpret evidence rather
than blindly following false propaganda.

 11△  ▽ 3

Georg Dirr  • 6 years ago

•

> Mark Meyers

Well said.
 3△ ▽

Thorslund • 6 years ago

•

Those of you who try to justify those Monsters, you are bought by them. Yes they have money! The
vaccins were destined to kill and kill. They openly state tha the world population from 6 Billion now
has to be no more than 500 Million. It is all over the Internet! There is no secret whatsoever!!
Kissinger, Ted Turner, Bill Gates, Rockfeller, Cousteau,Go to You Tube, they all there! What all
these people have in commun,,,They all are Jewish!,They want To conquer the world so that their
Mesias will come.

 14△  ▽ 6

disqus_0CFZ2TbxWi • 6 years ago

The HPV vaccine completed trials in the early 2000's and was released back in early 2005. So I'm
naturally dubious of claims that it was being used in trials in 2009, nearly a half decade after testing
had actually been completed. I'm also going to point something out, and I will use small words for
you nutjobs. If you take 14,000 kids in rural India or Pakistan and watch them for a year and ONLY
five have died of anything, then what you've got on your hands is some sort of holy grail of health,
and you should give it to everyone. In a year in that region I would actually expect hundreds of
children from a group that large to die of all causes. Five people from 14,000 (or more outlandishly
2 from 16,000) tells me something is wrong with your information or someone was working medical
miracles. Those of us who are sentient (sorry for the big word) already know it's the bad information
option. I'm sorry you had to be dragged kicking and screaming into a world where we try very
successfully to eliminate diseases as we find them, but you did and you were and you get to sit at
your internet connection which we also made for you and be all bitchy. So feel free to avoid modern
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•

medicine, but kindly go do it somewhere else.
 15△  ▽ 2

OzzyLovesBabyShampoo  • 6 years ago

•

> disqus_0CFZ2TbxWi

The "40 out of 500 infants becoming paralyzed" is a number you might want to analyze, ya
dingus.

 11△ ▽

Donna L. Groom  • 6 years ago

•

> disqus_0CFZ2TbxWi

Yes, this happens. Did the article above say that in 2011 India was polio-free but, in the
same year, there were 47500 cases of NPAFP. While data from India’s National Polio
Surveillance Project showed NPAFP rate increased in proportion to the number of polio
vaccine doses received, independent studies showed that children identified with NPAFP
‘were at more than twice the risk of dying than those with wild polio infection.’” [8] also,

“It was found out through an investigation, that GAVI was using an untested vaccine; giving
this dangerous vaccine to Pakistani children shows the lack of empathy associated with
these organizations.

GAVI was blamed for the deaths of 10,000 children in Pakistan when they came in and
administered polio vaccines that resulted in casualties.” [9]

As we know, GAVI is heavily funded by the Gates Foundation. [10]

This has always gone on even here in the states. I'd like to think that peoples intentions are
good but then again look at what ends up being declassified. We learn things about what
was being done to us over someone elses agendas. I personally don't trust anyone
anymore. Everything is a risk. And...I'm not a nutjob. Really!
 7△ ▽

Animus Invidious  • 6 years ago

•

> disqus_0CFZ2TbxWi

5 died in reaction to the vaccines, not just 5 out of 14000 died, period. You are
misinterpreting data in a very wacky manner
 3△ ▽

Marianne  • 6 years ago

•

> disqus_0CFZ2TbxWi

Who do you want to persuade with your comments? Anybody who has put a lot of work into
finding out the other side of vaccines will just be annoyed at wasting time reading your and
comparable nonsense. There would be so much to be said to your statements, but this
would also be a waste of time. Actually, anybody trying so hard to convince these persons
that they are dead wrong should just ingnore them. You will never have enough arguments
to put some sense into those shills because they have a motivation to not listen. Actually,
you only need the IQ of a mole, some common sense and be able to read in order to
become very, very wary, if not to say totally opposed to vaccinations. But that takes work
and an open mind which those people do not seem to have. Or they are in for the money.
Either way, save your breath and ignore them.
 9△ ▽

Emma Taylor • 6 years ago

•

omg i neva realised vaccines is so bad. them science guys in pharma is so bad and like illuminatti
and stuff. why is dis happenin in the world and we have globalizations and capatolistss. man fuck
vaccines, do they even save ANY LIVES? how can you save disease with disease, it's like fire with
fire. some voodoo shit, yeah? 
Fuck you Bill Gates, capatalisst pig! As a mother I think your stupid. my kids will neva get a
vaccine!!!!!

 11△ ▽

disqus_0CFZ2TbxWi  • 6 years ago

•

> Emma Taylor

I find it troubling you have kids.
 6△ ▽
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Dr. Crusher • 6 years ago

•

THE WORLD BANK!? Well that says it all now, doesn't it. Shame on you Bill Gates, you have been
found guilty by the court of World Opinion with so much proof, the thousands of child deaths in
numerous countries. You and T.W.B. will not only end up penniless paying the parents for their
children's pain, suffering and loss, and it will be far more than 1000 Franks, but you and all involved
have been exposed for the MONSTERS you are, not Hero's! Hopefully, more stringent controls will
be implemented in the near future so this vaccine EXPERIMENTATION will NEVER happen again. I
look forward to watching the trial and all of your sentencing. America sends it's prayers to the
thousands of parent's who lost their children. It is said that "History repeats it's Self" this is Nazi
Germany all over again. Have we learned nothing? Is the Almighty Dollar the end to all means? I'm
sure the American court's decision will put an end to a sad history and change the outcome so it will
never again be repeated. 
 8△ ▽

docmilo5 • 6 years ago

•

Curious. How can one say that they have prevented a disease that will likely not develop for over
20 years? Cervical cancer usually affects women in their 30's and 40's. Am I wrong? Vaccinating a
young teen and saying that you have prevented a cervical cancer is not science. You have to wait
until the young girls are in their 40's to state that. Also, if they are "cured" then more doses are not
required, but they recommend doses every 4 years or something like that? How many doses is that
until these young girls are in the age group that is likely to develop this disease?

 12△ ▽

Lea  • 6 years ago

•

> docmilo5

Merck Dr exposes Gardasil Scandal;  
Ineffective, Deadly and Very Profitable

Dr Bernard Dalbergue confirms that Gardasil is useless, costs a  
fortune, and that decision makers at all levels are aware of it.

He states "this vaccine has absolutely no effect on cervical cancer 
and all the very many adverse effects which destroy lives & even  
kill, serves no other purpose than to generate profit for the man- 
ufacturer." 
He adds, "there is far too much financial interest in the vaccine 
for it to be withdrawn."

He predicts Gardasil will become one of the greatest medical scandals 
of all time.

 16△ ▽

Sadlyhuman • 6 years ago

•

"The Gates foundation posts its audited financial statements and 990-PF forms on the "Financials"
section of its website as they become available. At the end of 2012, the foundation registered a
cash sum of US$4,998,000, down from US$10,810,000 at the end of 2011. Unrestricted net assets
at the end of 2012 were worth US$31,950,613,000, while total assets were worth
US$37,176,777,000.[31]

Wow. I guess evil doesnt have horns. It just looks like an ordinary couple. 
"
 5△ ▽

John Paul • 7 years ago

Statistically, it is predictable that a certain fraction of any group administered a vaccine will
experience adverse effects. Immune systems, and their responses to exposure, vary from person to
person. It is an unavoidable and tragic truth.  
The fact remains, whether we like it or not, that vaccination saves more lives than it harms. Stricter
oversight cannot hurt, and ideally would lead to reduced rates of deaths and other adverse
reactions. But to call for a blanket ban is an absurdity in the face of evidence in support of the
efficaciousness of vaccination that would invariably lead to mass death and suffering. 
H id i th i l ti f th l t th di i i hi il bl
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•

However, considering the massive overpopulation of the planet, the diminishing resources available
to that population, the medieval, if not near -stone-age, mental outlook of the nations filing suit, I
say if those backwards places want to ban vaccines they can. It will result in huge numbers of
deaths, and horrendous suffering, and they will, no doubt, try to blame that on some international
conspiracy. But those deaths and that suffering will be their own fault. We cannot force anyone to
accept help, or to be reasonable, or even to accept reality. And the reality of our present state on
this small planet is that when huge numbers of people die in those backwards, overpopulated and
corruptly governed nations it will relieve some of the population pressure for the rest of the planet.
So by all means, ban vaccines. You will only be doing the rest of the world a favor.

 11△  ▽ 5

Dr. Crusher  • 6 years ago

•

> John Paul

John Paul, I read your Statistical Babble, So read my FACTS, DO NO HARM is a Doctor's
OATH, thank God you aren't one, those countries have very low Incidence of cervical cancer
and HPV and they don't need the vaccine, they were FORCED to take it, had you read the
article, as part of Bill Gates experiment and to secure more money for his "organization" .
Those people NEVER asked us to HELP them, they have lived for centuries without our
intervention and will be there long after you are gone. 
India vaccinates their population for the known disease that they are exposed to and HIV is
the one disease that is effecting all countries and that was a MAN MADE disease, designed
by people with your lack of compassion and Spanish Inquisition mentality.

China has the highest population at 18.9% of the World Population, they HELP the U.S. not
the other way around and India is second at 17.5% of the World's population. So your over
population pressure is full of holes, like your outlook on LIFE it's self. 
One third of all U.S. aid goes to Israel and Egypt and most of it is Armament, non of that
money goes towards Development. So your "backward places" also needs reexamination.

The Death Rate in India in 2012 was 7.43 per 1,000 VS the U.S. 8.39 per 1,000, and most
of India's death rate is due to AGE. They are living longer than most Americans. Stone Age
men didn't sue their enemies, they clubbed them then took back what was theirs to begin
with. I say INDIA SUE BILL GATES, THE BANK OF AMERICA AND ALL THOSE
AGENCIES that experimented on your children WITHOUT CONCENT in most cases, and
killed over 30,000 innocent children for the sake of the almighty buck!
 9△  ▽ 1

docmilo5  • 6 years ago

•

> John Paul

It's not true. Vaccine data has been manipulated regularly. In the 40's the diagnosis of polio
was diagnosed as having neurological symptoms for 24 hours. After the vaccine the
diagnosis needed symptoms for 72 hours. While polio diagnosis reduced,
meningitis/encephalitis diagnosis increased replacing polio. 
Also, the asthma, allergies, cancers that are a side affect of destroying the immune system
thru artificial means that the sick kids are dying of other conditions. 
Vaccines are harmful and many side affects just aren't reported. There is current literature
showing how vaccine injury can cause brain damage that has been reported as shaken
baby syndrome. There have been links to SIDS and vaccines. We can not say with any
certainty until mainstream medicine does the studies that vaccines are safe. They don't do
the studies.
 8△ ▽

Guest • 7 years ago

•

Statistically, it is predictable that a certain fraction of any group administered a vaccine will
experience adverse effects. Immune systems, and their responses to exposure, vary from person to
person. It is an unavoidable and tragic truth.
 1△  ▽ 1

Shawn Gilliam • 7 years ago

Good! I am so glad India is hold these tyrants (Bill and Gloria Gaets) accountable for their crimes!
They purposely and maliciously kill, and they must be brought to justice! I am a computer
Technician who is starting my own company, and because of Gates, and a few other factors, I
refuse to use or promote Microst Products of any form! Thank you for this report!
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•

refuse to use or promote Microst Products of any form! Thank you for this report!
 8△ ▽

Tim Welch • 7 years ago

•

What was the outcome? There seems to be a media blackout.
 4△ ▽

Lucy R • 7 years ago

•

they need a good walloping dose of their own medicine and then put in a jail cell.
 6△ ▽

Mary Meet • 7 years ago

•

Bill & Melinda Gates foundation, so giving, killing by the millions.
 8△ ▽

Antony Cooper • 7 years ago

•

One only has to read the Bilderberg 2014 summary, to know this is the plan. Eugenics, Operation
Paperclip, Dr Mary's monster, are also good to read up on if you have no idea on what's
happening...
 8△ ▽

Charlie Vest • 7 years ago

•

EASY SAFE EFFECTIVE solution. REMOVE 100% of ANY AID in ANY FORM, that is not 100%
generated within the countries in question.......Not ONE DIME OR OTHER FORM OF AID FROM
OUTSIDE THEIR OWN COUNTRY...
△ ▽

Marcia • 7 years ago

•

thats right the rich awlays gets away with things....hitler, jim jones now bill gates foundation....i
really think they should pay for what they are doing to the poor ppl arounf the world...shame at u
...o yes god is not blind....
 3△ ▽

Lou • 7 years ago

•

Vaccine Pioneer Doctor Admits Polio Vaccine Caused Cancer

In 2002, the journal Lancet published compelling evidence that contaminated polio vaccine was
responsible for up to half of the 55,000 non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma cases that were occurring each
year. What was it contaminated with? SV40, a cancer-causing monkey virus. The puzzle began in
1994, when Dr. Michele Carbone, a Loyola University researcher, found the virus SV40, which had
never before been detected in humans, in half of the human lung tumors he was studying. Since
then, 60 different lab studies have confirmed the results, and SV40 has been found in a variety of
human cancers, including lung-, brain-, bone-, and lymphatic cancer. At first no one could fathom
how the virus had been transmitted into the human population. But in the censored interview with
Dr. Maurice Hilleman (below), 
Hilleman admits Merck’s responsibility in unleashing this virus via their polio 
vaccine, as well as the likelihood that there was an importing and spreading the AIDS virus in the
same manner.”

http://healthimpactnews.com...
 12△  ▽ 1

Guest • 7 years ago

•

Oh my word... most of you on here are absolutely bonkers
 15△  ▽ 3

Lou  • 7 years ago> Guest

Now there is a reasoned, well researched and evidence based statement so typical of those
who would poison the world with their deadly fraudulent "vaccines".

Si l id i li ti f h t t lki b t
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•

Sir please provide some inclination of what you are talking about.
 5△  ▽ 1

Argus  • 7 years ago

•

> Lou

Really, Lou, just about anything you have posted could serve as an example.
 6△  ▽ 3

Ben Franklin  • 7 years ago

•

> Argus

Argus has nothing. hahaha...
 2△ ▽

Laughing At Cowards  • 7 years ago

•

> Argus

Oh what's that, you have nothing to say now that you've been exposed as a
pathetic delusional fool/prostitute shill?

Who is completely wrong and wasting their life defending people who have
injected them with poison?

Pathetic.
 6△ ▽

Lowell Hubbs  • 7 years ago

see more

•

> Argus

No specifics again, Argus; and obviously because you have none? That is
nice; and your nonsense and biased hypocrisy level just keeps endlessly
going of the charts. Nothing, and no evidence would be enough for you, now
would it.

Simian virus 40 in humans

Recent studies, based on PCR and serological techniques, indicate that SV40
infection occurs both in children and adults. (i) SV40 DNA sequences have
been detected in normal and neoplastic tissues of people either too young (1
to 30 years) or too old (60 to 85 years) to have been vaccinated with SV40-
contaminated anti-polio vaccines [19,33,76-81]. This finding may also explain
the lack of difference in cancer incidence between individuals vaccinated with
SV40-contaminated and SV40-free anti-polio vaccines [82]. (ii) SV40
sequences and Tag were detected in blood and sperm specimens from
normal individuals and oncologic patients [80,81,83-88] and in lymphoblastoid
cells [32]. These results suggest that (peripheral blood mononuclear cells)
PBMCs, could be a reservoir and vehicle of SV40 spreading in the tissues of
th h t d th i di id l (iii) SV40 f d i i

 7△  ▽ 1

Rahul Matta • 7 years ago

Issued in public 
interest Under section 13

O Canada, a lethal ponzi 
scam against international communities

canada is always short of workers because 
schizophrenic and sadist canadian judges have murdered most of their own kind, 
luring law abiding international communities,

most of the canadian 
judges are crooks and deceptive salesmen murdering outside the courts, 
undercover, like judge crockery of newmarket Ontario

using your official and 
undercover information

th b d
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see more

•

they rob and scam your 
savings, sabotage your profession, torture you and your family ‘legally’, defame 

 1△  ▽ 1

This comment was deleted.

Lou  • 7 years ago

•

> Guest

I have been hearing rumblings lately that Jones may have had a little help in high places.
 5△ ▽

Argus • 7 years ago

•

Some have asked why I bother to comment on this website. That's a fair point, considering the little
or no influence that VacTruth has on the outside world. 
But there's always a chance that someone looking for real information about vaccines might
stumble onto here and not recognize the lies and hypocrisy being peddled by the columnists and
most of the commentators. 
Then there's the fact that anti-vaccine sentiment is taking a dreadful toll on people (mostly children)
worldwide. Here's a good summary: 
http://www.latimes.com/busi... 
Talk about genocide.

 14△  ▽ 4

ivoylou  • 7 years ago

•

> Argus

Argus im that person looking for real information, just a fee months ago i started my
reseacrh and yes its from google what u expect but u now google have excellent blogs with
facts and douments real prove that vaccine injurre and kill millions of children every single
day, not mention stories after stories of child victims of evil vaccine so sad how can u look
away from it every day i think of the children who been through awful pain,and get
heartbroken thats why i am open my eyes dont what that to happen to my future children
thank u parents for your stories your lost of a child wont go in vain thank u for not being
selfish instead spread the word of how evil vaccine is so others will learn, i will forever tell
people to research and fine out for their self of evil of vaccine
 3△ ▽

ivoylou  • 7 years ago

•

> Argus

Argus u are every where, why dont u go take a shot of your ur so call good vaccine and go
away, before i knew trolls like u exits i believe u but reseacrhing more i learn ur a troen paid
a penny an hours while big pharma makes billions every second, so sad get a real job
 5△ ▽

Mary Meet  • 7 years ago

•

> Argus

champions of the elite
 1△ ▽

Ben Franklin  • 7 years ago

•

> Argus

You have nothing Argus. Sanitation is the only cure for disease. Vaccinations have never
saved one life, EVER.
 6△ ▽

twizzler  • 6 years ago

•

> Ben Franklin

Smallpox...
 2△ ▽

7LibertyForAll  • 7 years ago

•

> Ben Franklin

That, and feeding the body and its immune system with nourishing foods........
 1△ ▽
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Load more comments

Laughing At Cowards  • 7 years ago

•

> Argus

You are the definition of a pathetic waste of life. Hilarious how you paid shills/losers with
nothing better to do act so brave on the internet but are too weak scared and bitchmade to
say anything to anyones face in person.

Funny how after you're exposed as a lying delusional waste of life you run off crying like the
pathetic little bitch you are.

Tell us what you know about the SV40 cancer virus injected into millions of Americans by
the CDC, who have deleted their own web page admitting it to keep braindead faggots like
you from ever getting a clue?

Oh that's right absolutely nothing.Be sure to get your "Ebola vaccine", your worthless ass
will not be missed by anyone pussy.
 6△ ▽

Lowell Hubbs  • 7 years ago • edited

•

> Argus

The real hypocrisy, false information and the lies come from brainwashed and mislead
people like you who work for the allopathic health industry, no name and no identity Argus;
that connection of yours being in one form or another. Just quit lying, as no one is any
longer ignorant enough to actually believe anything you say. One of these days you should
actually grow some balls and use your real identity. You are a man, right?

Here is a little truth information on your map link. And what about the massive level of
genocide on the health and lives of the children, and as well adults which has been caused
by vaccines? In your mind you obviously refuse to recognize and to understand that reality.

CFR Council on Fake Realities Vaccine Created Outbreaks? MAP 
http://experimentalvaccines...

Whooping Cough Outbreak Involved 90% Vaccinated Kids 
http://experimentalvaccines...

The Current (and repeat) Failure of Pertussis and Measles Vaccine  
http://www.vacfacts.info/th...

Failure Of The Continued Polio Vaccine Campaign 
http://www.vacfacts.info/fa...
 4△  ▽ 1

Kathie Jamison Cote  • 7 years ago

•

> Argus

Where's your real picture Argus? Avatars are for trollers.
 4△ ▽

Lou  • 7 years ago

•

> Argus

Argus I believe everyone here knows exactly why you and BIG VACCINE INC. are here. You
would not be here if VacTruth was not making an impact. "Vaccination" coverage rates are
DROPPING.

 10△ ▽

Argus  • 7 years ago

•

> Lou

And why are you so proud of that, Lou? As the article points out, low rates have lead
to outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases, which means people (mostly children)
are needlessly suffering and in some cases, dying.
 4△  ▽ 1
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